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Roofing Accessories
Protect GRP Products
Protect Universal Bonding Strip
The Protect Universal GRP Bonding Strip provides even greater protection at the junction between
old and new roofing on semi-detached or terraced properties. The design incorporates many
features to provide an effective and economical solution to the problem of weathering the junction
at party walls when properties are re-roofed at different times with incompatible materials.
Universal design can be fitted with any combination of double lap or interlocking slates, clay or
concrete tiles.
Bonding strip to be manufactured with grey GRP in 3m lengths, with gel coat finish for increased
durability and to incorporate a gutter channel 75mm wide with 20mm upstands, 10mm secondary
storm bars and mortar channels with resin bonded mortar grips.
Product to feature integral mortar retention check to hold ‘green’ mortar and prevent slippage into
open gutter during fixing. Bonding strip incorporates a ‘gel’ coat, proven to provide increased
durability. Bonding strip to have independent mortar fixing positions which are resin bonded for
maximum adhesion and allow for differential movement between dissimilar roof materials. Product
to incorporate dry fix option so slates can be dry fixed without the risk of water penetration.
Product to be designed to prevent battens being carried over division wall. Meets requirement of BS
8000 for firebreak walls. Bonding strip to have an AB fire resistant rating to BS 476: Part 3: 2004 and
be able to be used in a separation wall detail.
To be mechanically fixed as per manufacturer’s fixing instructions.
Manufacturer: Protect Membranes, a division of Building Product Design, 2 Brooklands Road, Sale,
Cheshire, M33 3SS, United Kingdom. Tel: +44 (0)161 905 5700, Fax: +44 (0)161 905 2085. E-mail:
info@protectmembranes.com Website: www.protectmembranes.com/universalbondingstrip STA
Assured Gold accredited company and associate members of the Structural Timber Association and
the Modular and Portable Build Association.
Product Reference: Protect Universal Bonding Strip.

